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2015 Incubator Kitchen Survey Responses  
All Responses – Unedited but stripped of identity 
 
The Grand Traverse Food Innovation Hub, LLC, a subsidiary of the nonprofit Grand Traverse Foodshed Alliance is considering building a 
shared commercial kitchen space. Often known as an "incubator kitchen" the facility will provide a professional, fully certified, commercial 
kitchen that will be rentable by the hour or day. The kitchen is designed to provide a licensed kitchen for use by northern Michigan's value 
added food producers, farmers, and chefs. We are seeking feedback from the community as to how you might envision the use of this 
facility.  
 
The facility will also have a teaching or demonstration kitchen that will be available for separate rental by chefs and businesses. Rental of 
either facility offers free use of the shared spaces of the GT Food Innovation Hub including the lobby/lounge, conference room, and private 
showers, along with access to many other resources and amenities.  
 
We are considering building this kitchen within our existing GT Food Innovation Hub facility at 1610 Barlow Street in Traverse City. The 
Food Innovation Hub is collocated with Cherry Capital Foods and Taste the Local Difference, and is home to the Northwest Michigan Food 
and Farming Network. The Food Innovation Hub offers MDA approved commercial food manufacturing suites at well below market rates. 
Thank you for filling out this survey.  
 

 
 

We have one at Grow Benzie. It sees very little use. 

I don't need this but I'm sure there are others who would. 

We need space to prepare local foods to give entrepreneurs a place to prepare And developed our local bounty. 

YES!!! I endorse Michigan's cottage food laws, but as a former baker I would much rather have used a commercial kitchen to do 
produce my fabulous cookies than take the risk of contamination in my home kitchen. Certified kitchens in churches, etc., are an 
option but the equipment is not always maintained or modernized and that can have impact on the quality and consistency of 
product. 

I don't know much about this concept 

I thought there was one at one point - what happened with that? What can we learn from that attempt? 

There are lots of entrepreneurs in our area with great ideas and products needing a place to produce those products for sale here 
in our community 

Probably a good idea 

Build it and they will come 

Particularly one that can offer equipment beyond what a church kitchen or other institutional commercial kitchen could offer. 

We are a foodie destination, small farmers need the ability to add value to their products, without huge up front investment. 

there is a perceived need for sure..whether it is real or not is the big question 

Market seems to be demanding it. 
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NMC already provides via Oleson Center 

I choose to train my employees in my own commercial kitchen 

I often take cooking classes for my own personal interest / use through NMC /Oleson kitchen on campus. These classes are always 
full and I believe more chefs would appreciate an additional, alternative location. 

I'm not sure how important this really is. We have NMC and Lobdell's already. 

Would love cooking classes of all kinds available. 

I don't know. 

YES!!! I work with childcare providers and they love to take classes about cooking for children and groups. Lots of folks don't know 
much about meal prep for families and could make use of this facility. And others would like to learn how to cook for larger groups 
or more about large-scale food production. 

People might be interested in classes not connected to the college 

Cooking classes are very popular and it would be great to have a space to provide classes that was well equipped for hands on 
classes that would accommodate 10-12 participants. Presently we provide classes renting a church kitchen but are always subject 
to their needs and at times our classes are cancelled because the church needs the space. We also have to bring equipment and 
pans etc.as the kitchen doesn't have all that is needed. It would be great to have a well equipped kitchen to work from 

The classroom should be appropriate for non-professional classes 

A key marketing component for the kitchen but also other food hub tenants and entrepreneur professional chefs 

However, I think we do have a few a wineries, the college and Islands mobile kitchen. So communication with existing 
opportunities should be considered before a sizeable investment at Cherry Capital Foods. 

only for use a limited number of people/organizations 

Don't know 

Crooked Tree Arts Center may be interested in holding culinary classes in Traverse City, similar to what we do in our facility in 
Petoskey. 

Need more than just NMC's Culinary Institute 
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We are retailers. But over the past few years, we've seen the need for an incubator kitchen for several of out startup producers. 

To take classes only, not to teach. 

We are a Head Start preschool program and have 5 sites in the Traverse City area. We would like to use the kitchen to make 
healthier meals for our kids rather than getting them from the Public Schools. I'm not sure how this would work. Wondering if there 
would be a cook to hire? 

We would love to offer more cooking classes for the community and would use this space if available. 

We have been wanting to start wine and spirit with and in food classes for some time - hard to fit into our existing facilities 

Not totally sure, it depends on future business plans and access to other kitchens. I have my own farm and work in the wine 
industry. 

too far away 

We could use it for large batch self stable product production. Items that our commercial restaurant kitchen in too small or busy for. 

Live in Boyne City, and in several years (5+) hope to have crops of natural Elderberry, cranberry and Blueberry plants. Rather than 
just fresh berries when in season, would like to have option of natural pure fruit spreads, jellies or preserves. So classes to know 
what might be option before committing to full scale canning to sell at Grain Train or local farmers market. 

 
 

 

Incubator Kitchen more so over classroom kitchen 

No. If I did know anyone, I would refer him/her to Grow Benzie's existing incubator kitchen 

Not right at this minute, but I'm sure if I posted something on social media there would be interest. 

Some people might be interested in teaching there 

A slew of cottage food producers 

No one comes to mind but generally I expect to run into people who will be looking for this. 

I can think of a lot of farmers that might want to use it, but most of them are small enough that they are covered under the cottage 
food law. Additional certifications might be helpful, ie processed in a kitchen that meets organic or allergen free standards. 
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Oryana might want to use the classroom kitchen 

Venders at the farmers market 

Jason Gollan 

Many of our vendors of Oryana 

 
 
 

 

 Al Manner 

Conundrum Cafe 

Ali Lopez Chef 

Ali Lopez 

Donald Coe  
Black Star Farms 

Nutrition, using food and cooking was a hot topic at a MSU Extension meeting recently. Food bank workers need lessons and 
skills to advise clients of cooking methods. These topics were of interest to those serving children, families, mom's, care-givers, 
and seniors… esp recently single seniors. (Cooking for one.) 

Treaty fish co 

I can't recall names, but I have been hit up several times to share my spaces 

Jason Gollan 

Drew Warner 
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Dehydrating shiitake mushrooms in a commercial kitchen so we can sell them. 

For food products linked to our wines and spirits 
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 brewery 

Meat base farm, with value added 

retail 

Winery 

restaurant 

 
 

 

 

could use a lot more! 
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NM Small Farm Conference 

 
 
 
 

 
 

customers come to the restaurant 
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Not currently producing but intend to get selling soon 

Looking to start renting a restaurant kitchen to get licensed. 

My own commercial kitchens. 
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Cutting meat 

Dehydrating 

smoking 
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Not 100% sure what products we'd be doing yet, so all answers are hypothetical 

Food Processor 

blender 
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Coffee Roaster, temperature gauges, kitchen bowls, etc. 

Dough Sheeter 
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Bi weekly 

 

 

4-6 

 

 

 

maybe 
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I don't know $15 or $20 

I have no idea. Sorry! 

25 

$15 

$20 

20.00 

not sure 

$25 

150 

$100/hr 
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      Antrim County    2    
 Benzie County   2 
 Charlevoix County   1 
 Emmet County   1 

Grand Traverse County  33 
Ingham County   1 
Kalkaska County   2 
Leelanau County   7 
Osceola County   1 
Manistee County   1 
Wexford County   1 
USA    1 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

END SURVEY 


